
A) Fold over twice at 1/4 of an inch.

A) Place the tool guard flap interior 
and exterior  pieces together and 
edges aligned.

B) Sew from the short end, around 
the curve, across the bottom, 
around the second curve up to the 
opposite corner, leaving the top unsewn. 
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A - Tool roll body: 1 interior and 1 exterior (10.5” H x 17” W) 

B - Pocket B: 1 exterior (8” H x 17” W)

C - Pocket C: 1 exterior (8” H x 17” W)
      Note: One side is 8” and the other is 5” to create a slant.  
           

WHAT YOU NEED

1. Sew a rolled hem on the long side of each of the pockets.

 To create a rolled hem, turn under the fabric twice at 1/4 of an 
  inch and sew close to the edge of the fold

D - Tool guard flap: 1 interior and 1 exterior (4” H x 17” W)

2. Assemble the tool guard flap. 

3. Attach pocket C to pocket B, create the tool dividers,
and and attach the tool roll body (A) to the pockets. 

Tool roll tie (0.5” H x 48” L)
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HOW TO MAKE

B) Sew close to the edge of the fold.

Pocket B
(wrong side)

Pocket C
(wrong side)

C) Clip the corners, turn the fabric right 
side through the unsewn top, and press.

D) Baste the long raw edge 
of the tool guard flap close.

Tool Guard Flap
(wrong side)

A) Lay the slanted pocket C on top of 
pocket B. so the sides and bottoms 
are aligned.

Pocket C 
(right side)

Pocket B 
(right side)

B) Sew dividing lines for tool 
compartmentsfrom the bottom to 
the slanted top of pocket C.
Leave a few wider gaps for the next step. 

C) Place pockets B and C on the top interior tool 
roll body (A), aligned along the sides and bottom. 
Sew two additional dividing lines through all layers 
from the bottom edge to the top ofpocket B. 
You can pre-measure the lines and mark with a 
fabric-safe pen.  

Pocket C 
Pocket B

Tool roll body Interior
 (right side)

4. Attach the tool guard flap and tie to the tool roll body.  

A) Place the tool guard flap on top of the 
interior tool roll body with the unsewn edge 
aligned along the top making sure it is 
centered with the tool roll body underneath 
extending beyond both sides.

B) Place the tie, facing inwards, at the 
midpoint on the right side, with one end 
extending beyond the  edge about 1”. 
Baste in place. 

5. Attach the tool roll body exterior piece to the body.

A) Place the tool roll body exterior piece 
on top the tool roll body interior/pocket 
assembly, facing down so the right sides 
are facing and pin together.

B) Starting from the top, sew along the 
entire perimeter of the piece, leaving a 
3” unsewn gap midway on the top edge to
turn the piece right side out. 

6. Clip the edges and turn piece right side out.

A) Turn the piece right side out
and press the edges flat with an iron.

7. Edgestitch the tool roll body at 1/8 of an inch.

Once you edgestitch as above, 
you have finished your tool roll!

Tool roll body 
Exterior

(wrong side)

Pocket B
(wrong side)

Pocket C
(wrong side)

Tool Guard Flap
(wrong side)

Tool Guard Flap
(right side)

Tool roll body 
Exterior

(wrong side)


